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President's Ponderings - Annual Report
Another year of bushwalking has ended and like most things in our lives over the past 8
months has been impacted by the COVID-19 virus. The virus has certainly provided a
learning experience to some of us in developing and implementation of an approved COVID
Plan to permit the recommencement of club bushwalking activities.
The Club received a grant in early February for running a Remote First Aid course and we
were fortunate this was completed prior to the COVID restrictions being locked in. I’m sure
that all participants gained a benefit from the course whether they had previous First Aid
experience or a newbie. The Club had planned to gauge interest from members for possibly
seeking another grant to run a similar course sometime in the future. Best laid plans can go
astray and this is something that can be reviewed by the new committee.
Our electronic footprint (Facebook) continues to be a positive in profiling our club walks and
attracting new walkers and prospective members. The Bundaberg Bushwalking website is
another medium to provide awareness of our club and encouragement for people to enjoy the
outdoors.
Once again, I would like to acknowledge our walk leaders and express my thanks, for without
them there are no walks. We have had a couple of new walk leaders during this past 12
months and the club will continue to provide support and training for any member who is
prepared to give it a go.
The Club has undertaken a few more kayaking activities over the past months and to those
members who have led these a big thank you.
As this is my last report as president after 4 ½ years I’d like to express my sincere thanks to

the past and current committee members who have supported me during these years. A
special mention and thanks to our walk leaders, for without their expertise and willingness the
club members would not get to enjoy the fortnightly walk experiences.
Best wishes to the new executive and the club for the coming year.
Darryl Bell

New Committee and a Few Changes
Congratulations to our new committee, elected at the AGM on 6th September:
President - Martin Betteridge
Vice President - Darryl Bell
Secretary - Allison Webb
Treasurer - Mary Belia,
Assistant Treasurer - Michelle MacNamara
Newsletter Editor - Lucinda Doughty
Facebook Admin - Lucinda, Allison and Mary
Newsletter distributors - Verlie Climpson
The monthly meetings will continue to be held on Tuesdays at Bundaberg State High School,
however we are going to start the meetings at the new time of 6pm.
Please keep in mind that all members and/or potential members are welcome and actively
encouraged to attend the monthly meetings. We would love to see a few more faces at the
meetings. They only go for about an hour, and are a great opportunity for members to
understand club issues and also a chance for you to put forward any ideas you may have.
We are also holding a leader's discussion in November, the details are in the upcoming walks
and outings section below. This is open to all members, including leaders, those thinking of
maybe leading walks, and walkers interesting in just knowing more. It would be great to see a
lot of members there.

Covid-19 Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leaders will include Covid safety information in their pre-walk briefing
If a participant is unwell or is showing flu-like symptoms, they cannot participate in the
activity
Club radios will not be used on walks
During the activity participants are required to maintain 1.5m distance
No carpooling will be organised by the club, however if you wish to arrange your own
you can do so.
The leader will complete the paperwork (sign-in sheet) for each walk an ensure a copy
is kept.
Maximum group size of 20 people.
No contact while on the activity.
Participants are not to share equipment, waterbottles, food etc.
Participants should maintain good hygiene at all times, including regularly
washing/sanitising their hands.

•
•

With kayaking, if participants assist each other getting their kayaks in or out of the
water, they should wash their hands before and after doing so.
Please ensure that any photos you post are appropriate given the current conditions.

The rules are additional rules for club purposes. They do not replace any laws or guidelines
set by the government or Queensland Health, so members and participants are reminded
that they still need to be aware of their individual obligations at all times.

Membership Renewal Due
Reminder that your 2020 - 2021 membership fees are now due.
If you are currently a member, you can renew your membership by paying your $20
membership fee by EFT to:
BSB 064-403, account no 00915879.
If paying by EFT please use your name as the reference. If you are a new member, you
MUST call or email Dee, our treasurer, to let her know you have paid as you also need
to complete a membership application form. Your membership is not valid until we
have received this.
It is a good idea for returning members to email Dee or the club to let her know you have paid
also, as the bank statement does not always show the full details and we do not have contact
details for everyone on the mailing list.
If you are not currently a member and would like to join, please contact Dee on 0407 805 125
or Darryl on 0409 796 723, or email info@bundabergbushwalkers.com.

Membership Rules
Just a reminder that by joining as a member or renewing your membership you agree to our
terms of membership and the walkers Code of Conduct. You can find copies of all
membership information in the members handbook which is available on our website or by
emailing us.
Also, a reminder that by participating in any club activity you agree to the following:
•

•
•

I have advised the Trip Leader if I am taking any medication or have any physical or
other limitation that might affect my participation in this activity. I will make every effort
to remain with the rest of the party and accept reasonable instructions of the Leader.
I am aware that this activity may expose me to risks that could lead to injury, death or
loss or damage to my property.
To minimise these risks, I have endeavoured to ensure that this activity is within my
capabilities and that I am carrying food, water and equipment appropriate for the
activity.

•

The Trip Leader reserves the right to refuse any person from participating if that
person is deemed to be inappropriately equipped.

Walk Reports
August 2 - Dairy Creek Falls
This walk was originally planned for July 26, however it rained on the Saturday and we felt it
would be too risky, so we postponed to the following weekend instead. Unfortunately that
meant quite a few participants who had originally RSVP'd couldn't make it, but we still had 6
eager walkers and lovely weather. As we cross private property, the owners had requested
we wash under our vehicles at the wash down station in Gin Gin. It took our second vehicle a
few goes back and forth to get the water to work, which caused a few giggles!
The club hasn't done this walk in at least 6 years, so it was new for all of us and were
following the excellent directions from Richard Gear. There was very little water in the creek,
which made the walk up the creek a lot easier. We completely missed the side creek to
Hogsback falls on the way up, however managed to find it on the way back. Hard to believe it
is so hard to find.
A kilometre or so on, we found the "falls". There was no water flowing, but the giant boulders,
rainforest pocket and ponds were still spectacular to see. The photos just don't do them
justice. It would certainly be an impressive sight when the falls are flowing! As we had made
good time we had a leisurely lunch and spent some time exploring the area before heading
back down the creek. All up it was just over 10km and about 6.5 hours, so an excellent day
out. Thanks everyone for the company - Lucinda

July 26, 2020 - Mon Repos to Bargara
After three days of we weather but very little rain a lovely sunny morning found 14 eager
walkers ready to set off from Mon Repos parking area to walk through the Barolin Nature
Reserve. We entered at the gate where the rainbow kangaroo offered us some words of
wisdom to mull over so we walked on. We crossed two waterways on the bridges provided
and turned right then took the left hand track which led us through to Bargara
township. Walking behind several homes onto the footpath that took us to Neilsen Park. From
there we continued on our way past the crowded caravan park and back to our starting point
at Mon Repos for morning tea.

Here we were joined by two of our members who had been cycling. After a break a group of
eight continued on the second leg of the morning walk out onto the beach and north until we
reached the path taking us into the new building that houses the turtle rookery and
information centre. After a short inspection we walked back through the wooded area passing
on our way the rock wall built many years ago by kanaka can cutters for off-season
occupation, a few of us then enjoyed our lunch. It was very pleasing to once again have
Murray joining our group for the major part of our walk and thanks to all who came along for
the outing - Verlie
August 9, 2020 - Boolboonda Tunnel to Cattleyards
Another sunny Autumn day and 20 people gathered once again at the gate entrance to walk
to the cattleyards after we drove through the tunnel looking for the bats. After the rain the day
before everything looked fresh and green. The ground was muddy in some places which
made a big difference from the last walk with the dust and dryness. The dampness made the
steep hill a little slippery in places. It was good to see the difference the rain makes.
3 of us at the tail end of the walk saw a large black cow racing down the mountain side with
it’s mind set on heading straight our way. She pulled up quickly at the edge of the gully that
was between us. After staring us down for several minutes she wandered over looking for the
herd of cows waiting further along in the long grass. Much to our relief she stood to one side
with the herd and they watched us walking on the other side of the large gully.
Barry was the only driver but Dawn & Murray returned to their car and drove around to the
cattle yards to meet us for morning tea. Everybody walked back again and I returned by car
with Barry. We drove to the usual place for lunch and it finished a great day of walking,
talking and soaking up the enjoyment of the country around us. Thank you to Allison for
leading this popular walk a second time. - Joy

August 9, 2020 - The Pinnacles
After a false start the week before and failed expedition last year, everything fell into place for
the Pinnacles walk. So after my now traditional morning coffee from the servo, the eleven
strong group drove out to Mt Walsh Carpark to start the walk. I had elected to get what I
considered the hardest part of the walk over first, but the hard slog up the spur to the first
Pinnacle and the Cobblers pegs probably had everyone wondering what they had let
themselves in for.
After a couple of breaks we started the climb up the first Pinnacle where we met a couple of
walkers going in the opposite direction, they told us one of their friends had fallen and injured
themselves on the third pinnacle and that the rescue chopper was on its way, and emergency
service crews were on their way up from the base of Mt Walsh. After some phone calls to

make sure that the injured walker was OK and emergency crews knew her location we
started on our way across the other Pinnacles. The rock scrambling and climbing was
challenging with everyone coping exceptionally well. We reached the third pinnacle in time to
see the rescue chopper arrive, and after some preparation by the paramedic the walker was
airlifted to safety.
Next stop was the saddle with some of the group making the short climb up Eagle Rock,
something to eat and much discussion on what the Rock actually looked like. From there we
made the unanimous decision to climb to the top of Mt Walsh and visit the Bluff to look back
over the Pinnacles. Refreshments, head stands, photos and some relaxing for a while, then
we returned to the carpark via the main walking track.
There was a great sense of achievement by everyone when we looked back at where we had
been. It was a tremendous day with an amazing group of people that made my part as walk
leader so easy and enjoyable.
Thanks to everyone who came along, I doubt that I can top this walk again, and special
thanks to Bell for helping me out and taking over as leader occasionally when I had to stop
and make phone calls - Marty

August 12, 2020 - Gin Gin to Rosedale Carfari
Three vehicles and 6 people left from the Big Tree on Mt Perry Road and drove to the usual
Gin Gin parking spot to meet with 3 people waiting there. This brought the total to 9 people
on the carfari. The road traffic was very busy due to it being a week day but once we turned
off onto the Monduran Dam Road we had it mainly to ourselves. We stopped at Kolan River
crossing near the Kolan Homestead and walked to the edge of the river for photos. The water
was running very fast after the rains during the week.
Further on the Diamond Hill Rd Homestead looked great and the cattle were watching as we
drove on past. We drove into the back of Rosedale just on 10am and stopped at the Pub for
tea/coffee and choices of various cheesecake for those with the sweet tooth, or toasted
sandwiches for others. Then on to Ferry Road and Baffle Creek where we enjoyed a walk,
and lunch. Richard tried his luck wetting a line…We raided an old bush lemon tree and voted
it a great day out before leaving for home. Many thanks to Barry and Richard for organising
this trip. - Joy

August 15, 2020 - Gin Gin Markets and walk
Originally planned by Chris- she was summoned at short notice for a medical
procedure. Putting her delegation skills to good use, she organized for me to take over as
walk leader and for husband John to make the scones for morning tea, which he was
probably going to do anyway. Thirteen people, including one visitor, made their way to the

Gin Gin Saturday market where we strolled around taking a look at the stalls and purchasing
some local produce.
At 9.30 ten of us set off on the 4.5 km walk to Kookaburra Park, with the remaining three
acting as drivers for those not wanting to walk the return journey. All thirteen participants ( the
cars being left at the park entrance) walked the final section up the not so “easy” hill. Shortly
before reaching our destination, with the leader being a bit unsure of what street to take,
we encountered John in his car- he had come out to check we weren’t lost. I’m pleased to
say we WERE on the right road! We were soon served morning tea by Chris’s friend Gail in
her delightful garden. She had also generously prepared some savoury treats to go with the
scones and tea/coffee. One of the Park’s resident kookaburras dropped in for a visit even
though he knew there would be no meat on the menu. After having a good chat and
regaining our stamina, eight walkers opted to return to Gin Gin under their own steam while
the rest went by car. By midday the mercury was on the rise and out in the open it had
become positively HOT. Everyone got back safely and our thanks go to Chris and John for
setting up this event - Mary

Another trip to Gin Gin this time with a difference! Fifteen members walked around the
Markets for half an hour with some of us buying fresh produce. Then we met again to begin
walking the 4klm to Kookaburra Park. Some went by car and met the walkers at the turnoff.
We walked up the bitumen road and a steep climb bought us out onto the first of the houses.
The park was unkempt in some places while others had well kept gardens. We saw
Kangaroos and of course Kookaburras which gave the park it’s name.
We stopped at Gail’s for morning tea where we met Chris and John. Once again we tasted
John’s famous scones, jam and cream. Many thanks to Gail who also provided some sweet
potato fritters. We heard the story of how the park came to be. No cats or dogs allowed. They
have a community shed with letter boxes and the mailbox for posting. There is a book
exchange and a box for discarded clothing.
After thanking Gail for her hospitality we made our way across the road and through a grassy
area back to the cars. Those who left cars at the markets walked the 4klm return trip. It was
another great day with the Bushwalking Club.
Many thanks to Chris & John and also to Mary who signed us on at North Bundaberg. - Joy

August 16, 2020 - Mt Larcom
Mt Larcom was initially planned as a recce with a couple of friends but ended up in the
official walking schedule somehow. Anyway, after more than 3 h driving (those road works on
the Bruce Highway…..) four walkers met Saturday late afternoon at the trailhead for the Mt
Larcom climb, equipped with tents, hammock, food and a campfire for an overnight stay. The

weather stayed dry in the evening and overnight despite the forecast chance of showers and
sitting around the campfire was magical.
The next morning we started our climb at 8 am, obviously very late compared to a lot of
other climbers, cars started to come in the parking area from 4 am onwards. The first third of
the climb was pretty flat, then up a spur, sure steep but no drama at all. The last 25 m or so
to the top very steep, a bit of rock scrambling was required. After 2 hours we arrived on the
top, and it is my first Australian mountain with a cross on the summit. Blue sky all around and
the view was magnificent, Gladstone harbor, Curtis Island, Mt Archer at Rocky and Kroombit
Top Escarpment just a few of the highlights. We spent quite a bit of time on the top, just could
not get enough of the views - Angela

August 23, 2020 - Vera Scarth-Johnson Wildflower Reserve
An impressive group of 19 walkers left Thabeban school and drove to the Vera Scarth
Johnson nature reserve at Kinkuna where we met one more eager walker to start our
morning walk down to the Elliott River. On reaching the corner near Sharks Nest we decided
to skirt around the mud flats, which had been well churned up by four wheel drive enthusiasts
and follow the river upstream.
After a bit of exploring we followed an animal track which led us through the bush avoiding
the mud and mangroves until we came out onto the regular sandy track that took us back to
our starting point.
Some wildflowers allowed our photographers to get a few pictures of the white wedding bush,
pink boronia and beautiful banksia. Thank you Peter for help with navigation.
We then drove down to Coonarr beach for our well earned morning tea. After a refreshing
break we set off down the beach to where Coonarr Creek flows into the sea, returning an
energetic few decided to continue up the beach towards the Elliott River. It was time for an
early lunch and a nice lot chat. Thanks to all those who joined me for a pleasant morning int
he fresh air and sunshine - Verlie

Photos

Top - showing off at the top of Mt Walsh on the Pinnacles walk
Bottom Left - the helicopter that rescued an injured walker at Mt Walsh (not one of our
participants)
Bottom Right - beautiful bansias on the Kinkuna walk

Top - walking through wildflowers at Kinkuna
Bottom Left - Mary having a kip during the lunch break at Dairy Creek falls
Bottom Right - practicing good social distancing at Dairy Creek waterfall

Future Walks & Outings
September 13, 2020 - Carfari - Bulburin NP
Depart North State School at 7,30am for Gin Gin then up the highway to Kalpowar Road. We
turn off this road to Bulburin NP. We will have morning tea ont eh headwaters of the Kolan
River lunch at the camping area at Bulburin. This was the site of the forestry camp and hoop
pine nursery. We'll have a short walk here with rainforest and lots of birds. A dive along and
down to Granite Creek takes us through palm forests and is quite steep i places. Because
there is a lot of dirt road, there will be a limit of 8 vehicles but no limit to the number of
passengers. This will be an all day drive and 4WD or AWD vehicle is required. Contact
Richard (0429 888 552) to register.
September 13, 2020 - Bike Ride, Port to Bargara return
A bike ride from the Port to Bargara and return. Meet at 9am at the Marina (Baltimores).
Contact Cameron (0401 435 954) to register.
September 20, 2020 - Deepwater NP - Hard s3b
A circuit walk of 12 kilometers starting from Wreck Rock Day use area. The first 3.2km is
identical to the easier walk before branching off track and heading north through the center of
the park for just over 5km.This part of the walk traverses several vegetation types some of
which is slow but rewarding. After reaching a second fire track we stop for lunch in paperbark
forest before following this track out to the main road and back to Wreck Rock through tall
eucalypt forest. Allow up to 6 hours for this walk. Contact Mary on 0414 190 566 to register
and obtain meet details. MUST WEAR STURDY HIKING BOOTS/SHOES AND LONG
PANTS AND SLEEVES. GLOVES ALSO A GOOD IDEA.
September 20, 2020 - Deepwater NP - Easy/Medium s3b
A walk of approx 6.4 kilometers return along Wreck Rock Rd and a fire track to Deepwater
Creek.. You should see rainbow bee eaters and black cockatoos along the road before
entering a variety of vegetation types along the management track. Have morning tea amid
the paperbarks at the creek and with luck there will still be plenty of banksias and wildflowers
in bloom. See how nature is recovering after last year's bushfire. On your return to Wreck
Rock, take a stroll down to its picturesque beach and maybe a dip if the weather is warm,
Contact Mary on 0414 190 566 to register and obtain meet details.
October 3 - 5, 2020 - Camping at Gaeta
Spend the long weekend camping and walking at Gatea. A variety of walks will be on offer.
The campsite has a BBQ, toilets but no showers, and a water tank. $5 per person per night.
Contact Daryl (0409 796 723) to register, or to advise if you are interested in day walks.

October 4, 2020 - Cordalba - Easy S1a
Contact Verlie (4152 8885) to register and for details of the walk.Depart Coles Kensington at
8am.
October 6, 2020 - Monthly Meeting
Meet at Bundaberg State High School (F Block) beside the Administration Building at 6.00pm
(note the new time!). Park on Maryborough Street and enter through the gate beside the
Administration Building.
October 17, 2020 - Carfari - Urangan Markets
Meet at the land end of the pier at 9am. It's about one and three-quarter hours from
Bundaberg. Tour the markets, walk the pier and visit Planet 72 ice creamery for delicious ice
cream. We may stop at Bamboo Land on the way home. Contact Richard (0429 888 552) to
register,
October 18, 2020 - Coongarra Rockpools, Hard S4d
This walk, on the Coongarra side of Mt Walsh NP, is a slightly different route to the one we
usually take. We will walk up along the ridge on the old logging track, then cut down from the
track to the pools. This section is very steep, both up and down. The rockpools always have
water in them and are a nice place for lunch. We will likely walk back the easier way, via the
road. Approximately 8km walk. 4wd/high clearance vehicle required. As we cannot organise
carpooling, you will need to organise your own way there. Meet at Lions Park, Biggenden at
7.30am. Contact Marty (0459 724 294) to register.
October 18, 2020 - Cordalba - Medium s2a
This walk is along the forestry tracks in the Cordalba State Forest. Contact Angela (0447 226
854) by text only to register. Depart Coles Kensington at 7.30am.
October 18, 2020 - Queens Park to Alexandra Park, Easy s2a
This walk is along the the Burnett River from Queens Park to Alexandra Park and return. We
will probably have coffee at Pacific Coffee afterwards. Meet at Queens Park, Hope Street,
near the toilet block at 8.30am. Contact Allison (0448 846 084) to register.
October 25, 2020 - Kayak, Cedars Crossing
Contact Michelle (0428 957 326) to register. Depart Coles Kensington at 8am.

November 1, 2020 - Melaleuca Track, Woodgate - M1a
This circuit walk on formed tracks will follow the Melaleuca Track to the campground at the
mouth of the Burrum River and return to Walker's Point (12kms, but you don't need to walk all
of it). Leave from Thabeban State School at 8.00am. Contact Angela (0447 226 854) by text
only to register.

November 1, 2020 - Woodgate - Easy S1a
Details will be decided closer to the day. Meet at Thabeban School at 8am. Contact Verlie
(4152 8885) to register.

November 15, 2020 - Stripey Boulder, Mt Walsh NP - Medium S2b
This is a 3.7km walk in Mt Walsh NP. We start at the car park with the hard walkers, but veer
off before it gets to steep to see the striped boulder. This is an off track walk. Meet at
Kensington Coles at 7am. Contact Allison (0448 846 084) to register.
November 15, 2020 - Easy walk - TBA
November 22, 2020 - Leaders Discussion
ALL members/interested people welcome. This is a discussion about how to lead a walk and
tips to make it easier. This discussion is a great idea for all leaders, anyone considering
leading a walk and even members who are not interested in leading but just want to
understand how to help a leader. Please don't be scared, just by attending doesn't mean you
will be pushed into leading a walk! Please RSVP to Lucinda (0421 011 181). Baldwin Swamp
shed (off Que Hee St), 10am.
November 29, 2020 - Christmas Party
Details to come
January 31, 2021 - Planning Meeting
Details to come

2020 Annual Photo Competition Rules
Photos must be taken during the current year and on club walks or outings.
Categories: Landscape, Wildlife, Macro, Funny and People (on or more persons) along with a photo
of any subject featuring the colour PINK. We are also adding a new category this year of "Flora".
There is an additional category of Free Choice, where photo entries may be a photo of any subject
taken in any year, on club activities or not.
One 6x4 photo per person per category. $10 prize and bragging rights for the winner of each
category.

General Information
Current Fees (membership fees due 1 July each year):
•
•
•

Membership fees - Adult - $20 per adult
Membership fees - Child (under 18) - $10 (for one or more children from the same family)
Walk Fees - free for members, $5 per visitor

Visitors attending a walk are temporary members for the walk, upon signing the acknowledgement of risk
and obligations until the walk outing is completed. We recommend a minimum of one walk be completed
before you apply for membership. Membership application is mandatory before participation in your third
walk.
Please do not sent cash through the mail. You can pay your membership fees at the monthly meeting, or
by EFT BSB064-403, account no 00915879 quoting your surname as reference. A receipt will be emailed
to you by the Treasurer.
All persons take part in outings on the understanding that they do so entirely at their own risk. They agree
that the responsibility which they take for their own safety, is the same that they would apply if they were
on their own organised outing.
Those intending to participate on outings are asked to contact the nominated walk leader prior to the walk.
This particularly applies to newcomers to club outings. Comfortable walking shoes/boots and suitable
clothing should be worn on all outings. A suitable day pack should also be carried (see our website for
suggested pack contents).
On day walks, car loads are generally arranged at the nominated departure point with passengers
contributing to fuel costs. Suggested basic contributions for passengers are:
10-20 kms $5/person, 20-50km $8/person, 50/100km $10/person
100-200km $15/person, 200-250km $20/person, 250-300km $25/person
Contact Code: A few reminders for all walkers
•

Please contact walk leaders a least one week before a walk. If you leave it till Thursday or Friday
night you may be disappointed to find that the walk has been cancelled, due to apparent lack of
interest. Also dates, details etc can & do change. Leaders give their time to organise walks and
need to know if they are committed to lead a walk.

•
•
•
•

Arrive at the meeting point 10 minutes before the set time. Our times are departure times and we
try to be punctual. Late walkers can be left behind!
Read the walk description and note the rating. If you are unsure of your abilities, please discuss
this with the leader before nominating. Neither you nor other walkers will have a good day if your
fitness is not of a suitable standard.
Do you have a health problem that may affect your performance on a walk? It is important that you
inform the leader of this and discuss the matter.
If you have commitments after a walk please discuss this with the leader before commencing a
walk. Leaders cannot guarantee the time of return, due to weather, terrain & the expertise of
walkers.

Walk Recce Costs - just a reminder to anyone carrying out recce's for walks. Funds are available to cover
expenses (fuel etc). Please submit a claim (mileage travelled) to the treasurer.
First Aid - to encourage more members to become First Aid proficient, the Club will pa a 50% fee subsidy
to those members who attend and complete a recognised First Aid or CPR course.

